Fall 2015
•

You were a great TA Ranthony, I really appreciate all the help and how well you taught the
material we learned, keep doing you. Cheers!

•

Ranthony has done a wonderful job teaching this calculus discussion. Not only did her classes
correlate with Charles’ to help us understand the material, she tried to make it more enjoyable.
She was also willing to meet me and help me outside her office hours because I couldn’t meet
with her then. She understands all the material and does a great job of explaining it when
students are confused. By far the best TA I have had at Iowa.

•

You are an amazing math teacher, you should have led the lecture too because you are the reason
I will pass the class. I am sorry the discussion class is so awkward, I agree with you that it was
weirdly quiet. I am a junior and you are my favorite TA I have ever had! Keep on going with
teaching! Thank you!

•

Ranthony was the only reason I survived half of this course. She is awesome and deserves to be
the professor.

•

Only had her for a couple of substitute lectures. When I had her she was very clear. Very good.

•

I only have three opportunity to attend her class. One is the midterm and two is in the lecture. I
think she can explain something really clear and give us lots of help.

•

Ranthony was a very good substitute lecturer when Charlie was sick. Very good at explaining
things and clearly cares about the course.

•

I was never apart of Ranthanys class however she did sub for Charles lecture a few times. Each
time she was well organized and explained the material really well for us. What I really like is
that she created a review guide before each midterm that all calc students were able to use, it was
very beneficial.

•

I enjoyed having her substitute the lecture more than having the regular professor teach the
course. She is more fluent and understanding in what needs to be covered and how to cover
certain materials. She was easier to understand and more helpful. I wish she would have taught
the whole course.

•

Did an amazing job teaching those lectures that Frohman was unable to make. I believe it was
actually much clearer and more effective than Frohman.

